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BRS Cell Biology and Histology is an outline-format review for USMLE and course exams, with

abundant electron micrographs and conceptual line drawings, high-yield Clinical Considerations

boxes, review questions at the end of each chapter, and a comprehensive USMLE-format

examination at the end of the book. This Sixth Edition features 60 new full-color photomicrographs

and a new full-color design with colorized line drawings. Content and questions have been updated,

new Clinical Considerations have been added, and Clinical Considerations have been better

integrated into the content. A companion website will offer the fully searchable text and an

interactive question bank.
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This was a great review for histo. The text is easy to understand and the questions after each

section, as well in the back of the book, are very helpful. I got through it in one and a half days and

felt like I had a good grasp on its content. The only problem was that the standardized

microbiology/histo test we took contained much information not found in this book.

Got the CORRECT book.Got a NEW looking book. It's a 9/10 on newness which is good enough for

me. The cover is a bit bent but the inside is not highlighted or written in or anything like that. I'm

happy with it. Great book. Teaches you what you need to know for a good prep into Path.Got it fast



and prompt.THANK YOU!Happy Holidays.

Nice for a quick and dirty review. The Gartner and Hiatt text is a very exhaustive reference, but this

BRS text is a very light and easy read. Important structures and terms are bolded. Questions at the

ends of each chapter are simple, but cover the topic well. Do not use this as a resource for

practicing boards questions, but rather to review the material and as a quick reference guide.

Its a decent book for reviewing histology. I ended up using it less than I thought in my medical

school classes but I still pull it off the shelf when a topic is being covered with a lot of histology

slides.

Good content outline. First review book I've bought. Very detailed so may not be great for board

studies but it is helpful for my first time histology course.

It's short and to the point...I would suggest IMG candidates to go through this especially candidates

like me who have completed their Medical College way back...a perfect refresher.

nice overview of the subject. the practice questions at the end are beneficial. I would recommend

this product to other medical students.

Good book in outline form that covers the basics in a clear concise way. I recommend it for board

study and class outline
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